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commons in 1734), occasionally from horse commons, and from manorial court fines 
for encroachments. People not stocking horse commons were paid cash. Payments were 
received at the Red Lion. Powder and shot were bought for shooting vermin, especially 
crows. Clover was sowed in the barley field (when it was fallow?). 

The demesne was enclosed in 15619 and one of the fields in 162010• The remainder 
was enclosed by Parliamentary Act in 179211. A plan with names showing the old 
enclosure and furlongs in c. 1720 is given in Aynho, pp. 303-9. 

1 NRO C(A) 441. 
2 NRO C(A) 3315, 3347. 
3 Aynho p. 49. 
4 NRO C(A) 2788. 
5 Aynho pp. 105-6. 
6 Aynho pp.293, 296. 
7 This has not been identified; Aynho has no references and the 8,185 Cartwright MSS (NRO) have no 

index. 
8 NRO Aynho ~IP/107. 
9 Aynho p. 40. 

10 Aynho p. 58; following an enclosure agreement in 1619; see NRO Th 409; C(A) 3317-9. 
11 Detailed inAynho pp. 177-92; see NRO Map 2816 (1793); Award, Enclosure Enrolment Vol. I p.439. 

Badby 

M 1988 
The townships of Badby and Newnham formed a single parish, with a chapel at 

Newnham. They belonged to Evesham abbey and there was one demesne for both 
townships. Newnham chapel was elevated to a parish church in 1632, and the township 
·is described separately below. 

A terrier of 1616 decribes two fields, the North containing 25 and the South 26 lands. 
There was a very regular order of tenants, since the neighbours in almost all cases were 
Joshua Leete on one side and the late Thomas Palmer on the otherl. 

The glebe terriers show that Badby was still a two-field system in 1632. There were 
19.5 acres in the North Field and 17.25 in the South Field, nearly all as half acres or 
adjacent two roods, representing 2 yardlands. The yardland was therefore c. 18 acres. 
The two fields were called North Field and West Field in 1686, but there had been a 
temporary change to three fields in 1636 and 1649 (see below). From 1711 until 
enclosure there were three fields, called Town (Halliwell) Side, Maniwell Side and 
Morcot Side 2 • 

The glebe neighbours in 1632 consisted ofMichael Phillips only on one side, and a 
balk and 4 other people on the other. One of these held 31 out of 41 positions (76 
percent), and two of them accounted for 38 (93 percent). A regular order is thus 
indicated, as in the 1616 terrier. The regularity was apparent to 18th-century terrier 
makers, because in 1705 the whole glebe was described as being 'next to Painter's rood' 
(painter being the successor to Michael Phillips). 

A rental of c. 1380 gives details of 39 yardlands3• There was probably a regular cycle 
of 40, as at Newnham. Badby work-service for a yardland is given in Chapter 2. 

Changes infield number. Articles of agreement were made on 14th April 1636 that Badby 
fields, formerly two, should be divided into three parts. The details have been printed in 
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Chapter 4. In February ~ 649 another agreement was made between the inhabitants of 
Badby 'for the common good utility and profit of the landholders and commoners 
there'4: 

I It was agreed to continue to divide the two fields into three as had been done before, and to 
continue for 18 years. 

2 The corn field was to be hained and laid several on Candlemas and the peas field on 1 st 
March. 

3 No one was to break the corn field or stubble with a ploughshare until Michaelmas and the 
peas field until 1st November. 

4 Every man should cut his mowing ground for hay before lOth August. 
5 Hin Piece of John Rushall andJohn Lynes hook at Vicars meade end should go with short 

sturtlands. 
6 Each yardland was to have 3 horses, 4 beast and 20 sheep for the first 3 years. 
7 After then sheep were to be let out from 1 st May until 19th August, provided that there 

. were not above 32 sheep per yardland. 
8 The fallow fields were to be hained and laid several on I st May and made an addition to the 

cow pasture yearly for the remaining 15 years, except for the grass thought fit to be allotted 
to commoners to tie their horses. 

9 No one was to let or sell his sheep commons apart from his land to any foreigner or person 
not being a landholder or commoner, excepting only for the manuring of his land, and to 
use it for 3 months or longer. 

10 There should be a town plough bought and provided to.furrow the fields and cleanse the 
watercourses at the charge and with the assistance of the inhabitants before 23rd April. 

Various field orders similar to the above (except for the change in field numbers) were 
made at different times. A list for 15925 described the animal stints at 4 beast, 40 sheep 
and 20 lambs to the yardland. There were to be 2 horses per yardland. Hadeways 
between furlongs should be 20 paces wide and there were to be balks 2 paces wide 
between each rood. Reduction in animal stinting was made in 1593, when there were 
then to be 1 horse per yardland, and balks 2 paces wide for every half acre, and 1 pace 
wide for every single rood6• Further orders were made in 16237• 

Demesne. The combined demesne of Badby and Newnham has been described in 
Chapter 5. A 1388 rental states that there were 8 furlongs in the demesne (called the bury 
or the Park) and that they comprised 7.5 yardlands or two carucates. 'Carucates' 
probably means tilth or crop rotation. Two fields in the demesne are mentioned in 1552 
(the Bery Fylde under Badby Wode and the other Bery Fylde). The 7.5 yardlands are probably 
an assessment of the demesne area based on the same acreage as the 40 copyhold 
dispersed yardlands. Badby and Newnham each had 48 yardlands, of which 40 were 
copyhold, and 20 yardlands of demesne were shared between them8. 

The demesne was enclosed in 1592, copyholders having to relinquish their 'qua-
terns,g and the remainder of the parish was enclosed by Parliamentary Act in 177910. 

1 NRO Th 707c. 
2 NRO Badby glebe terriers. 
3 NRO Th 1627. 
4 NROTh 708. 
5 NROTh505. 
6 NRO Tb 1506. 
7 NRO Th 1596. 
8 NROTh406. 
9 NRO Th 525/2; Th 625. 

10 Act NRO K 974; Map 942 (1779); Award ML 679. 
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Barby 

Barby is the chief settlement in a parish that includes the deserted township of Onley 
and at one time Kilsby as welL Kilsby was a chapelry of Barby in 1218 and there is a 
detached part of Bar by in Kilsby, called Nortoft, enclosed with Barbyl. 

Early charters give furlong names but not field names; a two- field tilth may be 
indicated by parcels of 1,2, and 3 acres (that is a possible grouping of 1 plus 2, and 3); but 
another charter has 3, 3, 2, 1 acres. In both cases the neighbours are the same indicating 
a regular order2• By 1392 the neighbours are more mixed, a grant of91ands having 7 
people mentioned3. ' 

There were 4 fields in 1684 arranged in three tilths. The g1ebe4 of 1684 and 1692 (2 
yardlands) had the following distribution: 

Field Arable ~ Total 

Wood Field 26 lands 10 37 plus two pieces 
Nortop 16 2 18 

together 55 

Bracknell Field 41 26 67 
Nether Field 44 14 58 

From which there were three moderately equal tilths, Wood Field being worked with 
the detached Nortoft. A yardland was 30 acres and there were 29 percent leys. 

Nearly all the glebe lands occurred as adjacent pairs in 1692, but any other order was 
almost non-existent. In the Wood Field 41 neighbour positions were held by 24 different 
people, 3 people accounting for 29 percent of them, and 37 percent were random 
(people mentioned once). A terrier of 0.125 yardland made in 1665 gives nq field names 
and confirms that the tenurial order was mixed, with 14 people sharing 29 positions, 
and 4 people occupying 55 percent5. 

Enclosed in 1778, when there were 50 yardlands6. 

Onky 
M 1989 

Onley had a two-field system in c. 1275 when 3 acres were granted in one field of 
Onley and 3 acres in the other field7• It was still open field in 13458 and was enclosed in 
1605. Several closes were named in a lease of 1610, one of them called Woodfield9. 

1 Baker i 262, 264. 
2 NRO Barby 24P/104 and 105, both c.1275. 
3 NRO 24P1122. 
4 NRO Barby glebe terriers. 
5 NRO XYZ 788. 
6 Act NRO D9989; Map 4084 (1778); Award ZA 3766. 
7 NRO 24P/104. 
8 Allison et al. Deserted VUlages p. 44; M. W. Beresford The ust Vu!JJges of England, 1954, p. 144. 
9 Stratford, Shakespeare Memorial Record Centre DR18121/3/1. 

Barnack 

M 1975 P c.1750 
Barnack parish contains Southorpe, a separate township, and the hamlets ofPilsgate 
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and Walcot. Walcot and Southorpe wer~ stated to be in Barnack parish in 14261• 

Pilsgate was a separate township until the 14th century and it is possible that Walcot was 
also; it had a different enclosure history from Bamack and Southorpe according to an 
18th-century map of the whole parish2• The map shows a complex intermixing of 
resources, with Walcot and Pilsgate having their own meadow along the river, Walcot 
meadow being detached. Barnack Heath was common and there were other cow 
pastures on areas of poor soil, including the small Ardley Moor. Walcot was mosdy 
enclosed with a park and other extensive pasture grounds. 

The separate identity of the townships ofBarnack, Pilsgate and Bainton is established 
in c. 1404 when the property of the sacristan of Peterborough abbey was stated to be 2 
yardlands in Barnack, 1 yardland in Bainton and 3 yardlands and 8 half yardlands in 
Pilsgate. There is a terrier of the Barnack land with furlong pames but no field names 
given. The names are different from furlong names in similar terriers of Pilsgate3• 

Several early charters refer to fields named after one of the hamlets but not making it 
clear whether they belonged to Bamack, taking their names from the adjacent hamlet, 
or whether they were part of fields belonging to a separate hamlet townships. Between 
c. 1275 and 1300 the following field names occur4; North Field of Bamack, Field 
between Pilsgate and Barnack, West Field ofWalcote, West Field ofBamack, Field of 
Bamack and Pilsgate. Later names are Litelfe1d in Bamack, West field ofBamack and 
West field of Pilsgate5• 

What is probably the same piece ofland, abutting !y~ldykegat to the north, is described 
as in the Fields ofWalcot and Bamack in 1392, and in the West Field ofWalcot in 
14066. A land abutting hi!Yngstowegate to the west was said to be in the West Field of 
Pilsgate in 1399 and in the West Field ofBamack in 1401 7• It seems that the townships 
of Pilsgate and Bamack were becoming intermixed during the 15th century; they are 
joindy described in 1405 as the West Field of Bamack and Pilsgate for a land lying at 
BurleytounysendeB . 

The same kind of loose descriptions occur during the 15th century. Walcot had 6 
acres lying scattered in the fields ofSouthorpe and Walcot in Bamack parish in 14269. 

Both Pilsgate and Bamack had a field called the N abbe in 149310. There was also a Field 
of Bamack and Pilsgate called tukzvelhylll1. 

In 1631 there were seven fields in the combined fields of Bamack and Pilsgate12: 

Langdike Field 28 acres, Burland 19.5, Nab Field 7.75, Pilsgate Meadow Field 3.75, 
Bamack Meadow Field 5, The Old Field 5.5, and Field south of the Town 7.75 acres. 
These are difficult to interpret, but may have formed a three-course tilth, if the last five 
were taken together. 

A Barnack holding of 1718 with furlongs detailed and the area of each land given, 
had land in the 9 fields 1 3; Litde Field at the north of the town, Old field, Meadow Field, 
Burtlands Field, Nether Field, Litde field called Rushcrofts, Nabb Field, Langdike Field 
and Crow Buck Field. All these fields are located on the open-field plan of c. 1750, 
although Burdands and Rushcrofts, named areas lying west ofPilsgate next to Burghley 
Park, are not called 'fields'. There was only 2.75 percent ofleys among the arable. The 
Heath was a large area used for common pasture. 

Langdike Field of 1 718 has a good example of the descriptive names used for furlongs 
in the region, naming the First furlong beyond the balk; the Second furlong beyond the 
balk next to Southorpe Field and the Heath; and the Third furlong beyond the balk. 
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PilsgaU 

The demesne of Burghley, in 1356, refers to land in Pilsgate as though it were in a 
separate field systemH , and this is confirmed by the terriers made ~ c. 140415• The first 
names three fields containing a yardland as Nether Field 7.75 acres, West Field 9.5 and 
South Field 7.5 acres. As with the remainder of the Soke, land sizes were large with 0.75 
and 1 acre being common. A half yardland was stated to be 12 acres on several 
occasions. The first terrier has some regular order with 73 percent of the positions held 
by 4 people. Other terriers have less regularity; 5 people having 59 percent of the 
neighbouring positions 16. 

Fonner carriage work-service was excused by a rent. Corn used to be carted from 
Pilsgate to Peterborough and 'turves of the marsh' were brought back (from Borough 
Fen) to the Pilsgate manor l7• 

By the 17th century the fields ofPilsgate were amalgamated with those ofBamack, as 
described under that township. Bamack was enclosed with Pilsgate in 180018• 

Southorpe 
Halfa bovate, in 1593, had 8 lands in The North Field and 6 in the South Fieldl9. The 
Bamack glebe of 1631 had in Southorpe East Field 1.25 acres and in Southorpe Nether 
Field 3.5 acres, which may still have been a two-field system20• 

On the undated 18th-century map, the greater part of the township was enclosed21 • A 
small open area at the south was called South Field and at the east was South East Field. 
On the west was Mill or West Field, lying next to the heath. There were commons and 
closes large and small. A remnant three field system is probably indicated. The areas of3 
open-fields are more clearly m~ked on the enclosure map of 1843; on the north west 
was Mill Field, at the south Far Field and on the east Ufford Field, there being common 
between the last two. A large area of old enclosure lay at the south east. 

Southorpe was enclosed in 184122• 

1 Exeter Muniments, Burghley House, Ex 76/54. 
2 NRO Map 4040. 
3 BL Cott. Faust. B iii ff.156d; 155; 150. 
4 Ex 76/2 to 76/6. 
5 1352, Ex 76/17;1360, Ex 76/21. 
6 Ex 76/25; Ex 76/37-8. 
7 Ex 76/28; Ex 76/29. 
8 Ex 76/35. 
9 Ex 76/54. 

10 Ex 76/66; 76/69. 
11 Ex 76/70. 
12 NRO glebe terriers. 
13 Ex 65/13. 
14 Ex 22/1. 
15 BL Cott. Faust. Biii f.150-5. 
16 Id. f.150-15Od. . 
17 Id.f.156. 
18 Award NRO Enclosure Enrolment Vol. M p.186. 
19 Gray p.4 79 from PRO E407 71 f.52. 
20 NRO Barnack glebe terriers. 
21 NRO Map 4040. 
22 Act NRO CAM 93; Map 4431 (1843). 
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Barnwell 

M 1989 H 

THE OPEN FIElDS OF NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

Barnwell has two parishes, one for ea~h of the two medieval manors, one of which 
belonged to Ramsey abbey and one to the crown. There was also a small vill called 
Crowthorpe on the riverside near Oundle South Bridge. The distribution ofland in the 
14th-century demesne of the Ramsey abbey manor shows that there was only one field 
system, and that the parishes were intermixed in the fields. 

There were 3 fields called Haylondfeld (Greynefeld 1439), Waldfeld and Pyrtonefeld, 
according to the demesne of Ramsey Abbey described in an undated terrier of the 
14th-centuryl. It consisted mainly of large pieces of furlongs spread fairly uniformly 
through the whole double parish. This is proved internally from the names because 
there were furlongs next to all the neighbouring villages; Armston, Thuming and the 
Wold, and (Wigs)thorpe. Another demesne terrier of 1417 gives more detail about the 
sizes of the parcels which varied from 6-53 adjacent lands, most of them being more 
than 10 lands2• 

In the 14th-century terrier, 78 furlongs are named and suggest that there had been 
assarting, mainly in the Waldfeld, there being 5 furlongs ,with wald name-elements and 3 
others with 'woody' names. Scandinavian influence is found in the occurrence of 5 dale 
('valley') and 1 7 wong name elements, nearly 30 percent. 

Three unequal fields in 16323 were called Purston or South Field, which touched 
Lilford pasture and (Wigs)thorpe, North or Trayne Field touching Hemington pasture, 
and Nether field bordering Armston meer. There was also incidental reference to a 
fourth field called Middle Field. It is probable that the names are only locational. Leys 
amounted to 14 percent. Again dispersal through a single field system is indicated; if 
there had been two townships, St Andrews at the north would not be expected to have 
lands bordering Lilford and Wigsthorpe at the south. 

The presence of a single field system suggests that once (before 1066) Bamwell was a 
single manor. Its subsequent division into two manors and two parishes has many 
parallels, but very unusual is the placing of manors and parishes into separate Hundreds 
(see Coton and Guilsborough). A map of the Hundred boundaries would be very 
complex with intermixed strips in the Bamwell fields. 

Open-field regulations and misdmeanours occur in Bamwell court rolls. Roger de 
Reve and other villeins had sheep outside the lord's fold in 1342. William Balle had 
animals tresspassing in the lord's meadow and William Smith ploughed land 2 perches 
long at the head of a land at le hallow in 1346. Robert Miller and others led beasts at night 
from the crofts ofCrowtborpe in 1345. William Grene cut and carried the lord's hay at 
pres~ston in 1400. Other orders are printed in Chapter 24. 

An extent ofBamwell St Andrews made in 1276 shows there were 7.5 yardlands of 
freehold, 21 yardlands held (mainly as half yardlands) by villeins and 1 yardland 
belonging to the rector, 28.5 in all; there were 25 cottars holding 24 houses5. The 
descent of the Bamwell yardlands can be followed through a series of rentals and a 
compotus to 1416. No yardlands are mentioned in 1632. 

The estate was assessed as 6 hides in 1086 and 11246, which approach 5 yardlands 
to the hide if the demense is excluded. A yardland was 40 acres (from Beaumys yardland 
sUIveyed in c.14177). No regular order of tenants can be determined from the 
St Andrews 1632 glebe terrier. Both manors and parishes belonged to the Montagu 
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family and there had probably been rearrangement of holdings, unrelated to any early 
layout. 

Bridges says that Bamwell was enclosed in 16838, which agrees with a glebe terrier of 
1727 referring to enclosure occurring 'more than forty years' previously. Other glebe 
terriers make it clear that enclosure took place by means of a Decree in Chancery9. 

1 NRO Buccleuch 18-155, cl1, in X387A. 
2 Id., c8 in X387A. 
3 NRO Barnwell St Andrews glebe terriers. 
4 NRO Buccleuch 18-192 in X388. 
5 Id. 18-155, clO in X387A. 
6 Thorn and Thorn 9-5. 
7 Id., c7 in X387A. 
8 Bridges ii p. 213. 
9 NRO glebe terriers, Barnwell All Saints 1727, St. Andrews 1711. 

Barton, Earls 

M 1978 
Earls Barton parish consists of Barton and the deserted vill of Barton Thorpe, or 

Dowthorpe, lying at the east by the river meadows. Thorpe was not a separate township 
since its open-field land lay intermixed with that ofBarton (see below). 

There were 7 fields from 1640 until enclosure in 1771, grouped together to form a 
three-field system plus 2 rye fields, a probable five-course tilth of the Newnham type (it is 
not known if the rye fields were on a two-year cycle). In 1640 I the grouping of the three 
main tilths was, East Field and Hadwell Field, Thorpe Field and Ecton Brook Field, and 
Ansdell Field. The land of 0.25 yardlands lay in the 2 rye fields and in Ansdale, Brooke 
and Hadwell Fields in 16542• There were 13 percent leys at that date. 

Tardlands. A quarter of a yardland in 1655 was 26.5 roods, making the yardland 26.5 
acres, and the stinting was 4 cows and 40 sheep3. The size of the glebe 1.5 yardlands can 
be added up from the precise measurements of a 1720 terrier. For the whole yardland 
the Rye and Ansdale Fields were 7.5 acres (the half yardland 4.25), Ecton brooke and 
Thorpe 5.75 (4.0), East and Hadwell 10.25 (4.0). The half yardland was therefore 
equally distributed between the three tilths but the whole yardland was not. The total 
acreage was 24.25 for the whole and 12.25 for the halfwhich gives an estimated 24.5 
acres if doubled. The sheep and cow commons were 40 and 4, as before. There was 5 
percent ofley in 1720. 

Demesne. A grant of 1.5 yardlands by John Bamard, lord of Abington, to Thomas 
Haynes in 16404, consisted only of 26 parcels, there being groups of 1-6 lands and two 
'pieces'. Of the smaller parcels John Bamard was usually the neighbour, showing that 
blocks of his land were being split up. Such blocks were probably demesne of the 
dispersed type, lying in all the fields. A third of this land was sold again in 16495 by 
Haynes to J ohn Palmer, clerk, when it is clear that it was part of a series of large blocks 
and that Bamard no longer possessed any of it. One of the pieces of 12 lands in 1640 is 
further specified in 1649 as having 4 lands of Henry Palmer on one side of it and 7 lands 
ofWilliam Wilmer on the other. This was most likely a piece of demesne consisting of a 
substantial part of a single furlong. Here is an example of demesne being split up as 
freeholds. The 1640 land lay in a hide (a subdivision of the fields) which was not named. 
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T enurUd order. The presence of a regular tenurial cycle is clearest in a glebe terrier of 
16846, which had one yardland in Boone Hide. There was a total of61 parcels of which 
William Wilmer and one Banes laid on each side in all cases except 7. Of these seven 
only one had neither Wilmer nor Baines. There was common for 4 cows and 40 sheep. 
The other glebe half yardland laid in the Demeane Hide. This was not so regular in 
terms of its' neighbours, as might be expected if it was split up demesne. 

An undated 17th-century rental listed all the leys and heads in Hadwell Field 
belonging to the cow pasture. It gives the owners' names, the furlong names, and the 
value; Boon Hide and Akurman Hide are mentioned 2 and 3 times each 7• It shows there 
had been an agreement about the cow pasture, but does not reveal a regular tenurial 
order (not every land was necessarily mentioned). However the combination Miles 
Witworth, William Ferey, Thomas Astwood occurs several times. 

Hides. The fields of Earls Barton were divided into hides, as with other neighbouring 
parishes. They are referred to .in terriers of 1640 and later, the cow pasture rental, and 
most extensively in a long terrier of 1740 made to locate the payment of impropriate 
tithes to Thomas CooperS. This last is not equivalent to a complete fieldbook, because 
Cooper only had the tithe of 56 yardlands out of the total of80. A few of the hides are 
named, usually just the boon hide after the beginning when several names occur. The 
boon hide occurs in repetitive cycles throughout all the fields; since the others are rarely 
named it is not certain that all of them occur in regular sequence, but it is likely. 

The hide names were as listed below with the highest number oflands recorded. The 
total of lands in the sequence is likely to be 80 which agrees with the stated total of 
yardlands at the enclosure. 

Hall 
Boon 
Thorpe 
Holmby 
Demean 
Acreman 

Earls Barton hide names and land numbers 

Number of lands recorded 

18 
20 
15 
10 
5 
4 

Probable maximum no. 

20 
20 
20 
10 
5 
5 

80 

The hides were already 'old' by the 17th century, because some yardlands lie in 
mixed hides and terriers do not always specify which ones they belong to, especially the 
late ones. Probably in the original system, like Ecton, a yardland was limited to a given 
hide and always laid in a fixed position within it, next to the same neighbours. At Barton 
the yardland of vicarial glebe has a fixed position in the Boon Hide. 

The names of the hides indicate a parish and manorial structure of considerable 
interest. The vill of Thorpe had its land as the Thorpe Hide, dispersed in blocks . 
throughout the township (and was therefore not a township, but a hamlet). From the 
distribution ofBarton furlongs (most of them have been identified by comparison with 
the furlong names and 'modem' field names) throughout the parish it is evident that 
there was no separate township of Thorpe. The boon hide presumably means bond or 
villein hide (compare bond or boonhold at Rushden). The Hall, Holmby and Demean 
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Hides presumably belonged to the three manors that are recorded by the 13th century. 
Likely the Demean is the original demesne of the single manor recorded in 1086. The 
name Hall manor is often used for a late or subsidiary one (cfWollaston and Raunds). 
The family of Holrnby held one of the Barton manors from about 1362- 14909, which 
dates the system to the 15th-century or earlier. It cannot be later; there would be no 
liklihood of a system created, say in the 16th century, using the name of a previous 
manorial holder. There is, however, every possibility of it being earlier, later manorial 
holders' names replacing earlier ones. 

Hides are mentioned in a terrier of the land laid down for cow pasture in 166010 made 
by Miles and William Whitworth. The complete structure would no doubt have been 
clearly stated in a 1671 terrier of the meadow, now lost, that gave 'every hide and 
particular of every man's meadow in acres roods and quarters'll. 

Earls Barton was enclosed in 1 771; there were about 80 yardlands and 2,400 acres 12. 

1 NRO £(S)74O. 
2 NRO BSL Box 1174. 
3 NROXS379. 
4 NRO E(S)74O. 
S NRO E(S)734/S. 
6 NRO Earls Barton glebe terriers. 
7 NRO ZA 9248. 
8 NRO FlIT IS. 
9 VCHivp. 1l7 

10 NRO 110P/l66. 
11 NRO X828, Earls Barton scrap-book, the inside cover of which has a printed list referring to the contents 
of the parish chest. 
12 NRO Act in X829j 110P/2S7. 

Barton Seagrave 

The demesne of 180 acres was one-third fallow in 1353, indicating that there was a 
three-field system 1• A charter of 1311 granting 1 acre in 4 lands, mentions two blocks of 
demesne furlongs2• From the descriptions it is not certain whether they are in a single 
block or dispersed. Yardlands are mentioned in an undated charter of c. 12803. 

Glebe terriers show that in 1633 there were 7 fields grouped in two listed blocks with 
the land distributed as shown4: 

Fu!d Acreage ApproxinuzJe adjacent Ioco.tion 

South 13 Pytchley 
Catbush 12 Centre and Cranford 
Hey . 7 Burton 
Sharpehill 9 Cranford 

Town 13 Warkton 
New 5 once part of Sharphill 
North 8 Warkton 

The two groupings were let to different tenants. Hey and Sharpehill could have been 
grouped to make a three field tilth. That New Field once belonged to Sharpehill shows 
there had been alterations, but it is not clear how the fields operated in 1633. 

The township possessed Barton Wood, detached in Rockingham Forest, lying on the 
south of Brigstock Great Park (Old Head Wood, now in Grafton Underwood5). 

Bridges gives the enclosure date as c. 16106, but this was not a very accurate estimate. 
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The township was enclosed in 1633, which was presumably the purpose of the detailed 
glebe survey ordered by the court of Chancery. The 1684 glebe terrier refers to 
enclosures made in 1633, by James Spencer, 'surveyor'; it was he who had made and 
signed the glebe survey. Exacdy the same area of closes was allotted as there had been 
arable and meadow; tithes were still due in kind, and were confirmed by an Exchequer 
Decree of 1703. 

r Gal. Inquis. Post Mort. 10 (1921) 469, p. 317. 
2 NRO Buccleuch 5-163, in X40574o. 
3 NRO BroAii.l. 
4 NRO Barton Seagrave glebe terriers. 
5 NRO Buccleuch 5-173 (1591) in X40574. 
6 Bridges ii p. 217 'above an hundred years ago' in c. 1720. 

Benefield 

M 1981 
The parish contains the vills of Upper and Lower Benefield which were called 

Upthorpel and Netherthorpe. The whole area and fields were called Benefield with no 
evidence that there were two townships. Many of the houses had several lands adjacent 
in their crofts in the 15th century, where a furlong had been taken in (1438, 9 selions and 
1445, 3 lands2). Part of Lyveden was in the parish (see below for the remainder of 
Lyveden). Litde more than half the area has evidence of being arable. Field-names attest 
to the remainder being assart and wood, such as the furlong name ofHerridges as well as 
early records of the woods of Stoke, Banhaw and Spring in the area with no furlongs. 
There were tithe payments from the lord of the manor in 1720 for enclosures and 
woods, and for Lyveden. In c. 1786 the rector received an allotment in lieu of common 
rights in the forest3• 

A charter of c.1280 describes an 8-acre holding with 2.5 acres each in Esdeya and 
Wesdeya that may represent a two-field system; there was other land in hallecroft and 
assart4-. In 1442 there were Westfeld and Estfeld, Langleyfeld and Midelfeld5 with lands 
unevenly distributed. 

Benefield has a 1633 map oudining about half the parish around Upper Benefield. 
Mill Field lay to the west, Langley Field and Langley Grounds to the north, Park Field 
on the east, and at the south was a small Hellands Field6. 

Glebe terriers of 1632 and 1720 describe four fields, but Banow Field had only a 
single 20-acre piece of glebe called lamJcin. It lay next to the casde, and was probably 
demesne. The remaining three fields contained: 

1632 

Ft.tld Parcels Acreage AddiJUmal 

Mill 8 4 
West 13 6 10, 10, 3, 2 acres 
Snoton 10 6.25 20 acre piece 

This distribution probably represents an irregular three-field system in the area 
where the parcels consisted of one or a few lands, with the large parcels being additional 
assart. Haselt;y (20 acres in Snoton Field) is likely to be an assart from its name; the two 
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lO-acre pieces in West Field at Spring Corner and Cats Tails, are both next to Spring 
Wood outside the regular furlong area, and are also probably assart. 

In the glebe, neighbours are given in 1632; the lord's land lay on 3 sides and 5 other 
names occur. In 1720 the lord was on all sides. Enclosed in 18207• 

1 NRO Bru.J.vi.7, 13th century; BruJ.vi.21, 1360. 
2 NRO Bru.J.vi.9 and BruJ.vi.l. 
3 NRO Benefield glebe terriers. 
4 NRO Bru.J.vi.l4-. 
5 NRO Bru.J.vi.22. 
6 NRO Map 2991, f.13. 
7 NRO Map 2885 (1826); Award, Enclosure Enrolment Vol. 0 p.1 (1825). 

Billing Great 

M 1972 Ql777 
A plan of the furlongs is published 1• The extent of the great fields is shown and most of 

the furlongs are identified. 
There were four fields in 1629 and until enclosure in 1778. These were run as a 

three-year tilth in 1 775 (below) and probably during all that time. A glebe terrier of 1691 
had the following distribution (excluding 31arge pieces of exchanged demesne)2: 

Fuld Parcel number 

1 Nether Field 41 
2 Debdale Field 22 
3 West Field 16 38 (Debdale and West together) 
4 Sixes and Moors 51 

The 2nd and 3rd fields, lying adjacent, were probably run together as one field, 
although the resulting three areas are not equal. Two thirds of the open fields were sown 
in 17753• Rye was grown in the enclosure in the vill called Frog Park in 1769. In 1775 
brakes were cut on the waste in the warren. Land south of Welling borough road was 
extremely good quality, and north of it there was an indifferent dry sandy land, 
especially at the warren. 

Yardlands. There were several statements of the land distribution, Bridges (c. 1720) says 
there were 48 yardlands in all with 12 of demesne \ agreeing with the 12 stated to be in 
demesne in 1629. A survey of 1758, and a valuation of 1775, detail the yardlands of 
named tenants and freeholders which total 48.5 and 48.25 repectively5: 

From the 1758 acreages of the freehold yardlands (265 acres for 14 yardlands) it 
follows that one yardland was 19 acres, and the lord's yardlands were 18 acres, agreeing 
with the 18 acres of the lord's land given in 1775. The slightly lower value for the 
tenants' yardland is probably because ofloss by partial enclosure in 1629. The number 
ofyardlands was still reckoned the same after 1629, although the lord's animal stinting 
rights were lowered. Each yardland in 1775 had 2 cows, 2 horses and 20 sheep. 

The number of yardlands equates with Domesday Survey of 4 hides at 12 to the 
yardland. The demesne then was 2 out of a total of 8 ploughlands, a quarter of the 
whole, the same as in 1629. There was no reduction of fiscal yardlands with the partial 
enclosure. 
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Tenurial cycle. There was a regular tenurial cycle of 43 roods throughout the furlongs 
and the fields. Two cycles were written in a tabular form in c. 16846• Unit strips were 
called roods, but some of the occupiers with two adjacent roods had ploughed them 
together, when they were called 'lands'. The cycle was subdivided into three parts of 10, 
20 and 13 roods, called hides and separated by grass balks; they were called the 10, 20 
and 13-rood hides. The identity of positions in the cycle with yardlands is clear from a 
glebe terrier description of c.1684, as explained in Chapter7• Since the glebe is 
described in the cycle as being next to 'a rood and half an acre', and the hide balks are 
similarly described, it follows that the pattern of lands in roods and half acres was not 
expected to change, and these simple descriptions, with the occupiers' names as well, 
were sufficient to identify lands. 

The regular cycle of 12 demesne roods is not evident, but there are two occupiers who 
have 4 and 5 lands next to each other that may represent where it was. 

The whereabouts of remaining 5 yardlands needed to make up the township total of 
48 is not described, they were probably a block demesne near the manor house and not 
in the cycle. There is a slight possibility that the regular cycle of 43 was created in 1629 
after the partial enclosure, leaving' out 5 yardlands for the new enclosures. However 
since a terrier of the glebe in the 1629 enclosures shows that it has the same disposition 
as in the open fields later, it follows that the regular cycle is older than 1629. Any 
re-arrangement at that time would most likely have put the glebe all together, and 
action involving extensive exchange of freehold land would be mentioned in the 
agreement. The regular order was therefore older than 1629 and was not .. then newly 
created. 

The reason for the division of the the 43 cycles into groups of 20, 10 and 13, called 
hides and separated by a balk is not clear. The hides may have been different tenure 
blocks originally, the l3-rood hide seemingly equating with the 13 or so freehold 
yardlands. However this cannot be proved, and the glebe is not all in the 13-rood hide 
(but some of it could have been villein land). Freeholders of 1691 were Britten, Luck, 
Mason and Manning, and these occur in the 10-rood hide. 

7he demesne. The demesne was 12 yardlands and a partial terrier of 1629 describes 10 
blocks scattered in various furlongs of which 5 were parcels of 6 'limds', that is, 12 
roods8 . These correspond to the 12 yardlands and suggest that once much of the 
demesne was distributed throughout the fields in this manner. Further evidence comes 
from outside the area of the 1629 enclosures because exchanges for the glebe were given 
in large blocks, doubtless also demesne. 

The demesne is not specified in the regular cycle (above) and had ceased to have 
much meaning after 1629. At this date two enclosures were made and the freeholds in 
them exchanged with demesne outsic:le. The lands of the tenants in the enclosures were 
probably not fully exchanged because their yardlands were slightly less in size after 
enclosure. The enclosures at 150 acres did not fully account for the 12 yardlands of 
demesne (12 x 18 = 216 acres). They were probably made up of 5 yardlands missing 
from the tenurial cycle (5 x 19 = 95) and 1 acre each from the yardlands tenanted (31 
acres; the tenants yardlands are 1 acre less than the freehold). The missing 24 acres were 
probably pasture in the slades. 
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Orders. Orders were made by the steward, Francis Reading, to Henry, earl of 
Thomond, in 16849. They cover the usual range of items, including the laying down of 
grass balks between every land, and distinguished them from 'ancient balks'; furze was 
to be taken only from each owners' ground in Lady Lyngs. 

Enclosure. Enclosure of the demesne occurred in 1629 by a decree in Chancerylo. An 
agreement was made between the lord Sir Barnaby O'Bryan and the freeholders. The 
lord held 12 yardlands of demesne and 31 yardlands dispersed, and 'not above 20 acres 
of pasture enclosed'. The enclosure would not deprive other farmers of manuring and 
keeping the open land in tillage. The boundaries of the ,two parcels to be enclosed were 
described (150 acres in all). The agreement gives terriers of all the lands within the 
enclosures belonging to the freeholders. 

In effect this was an enclosure of the demesne, but it is unusual in that not all of it was 
enclosed, there still being some demesne scattered in the open fields. The number of 
reckoned yardlands was not decreased after enclosure; perhaps to pass on yardland 
taxes to the tenants. The lord's animal stints were reduced to 68 sheep and 4 beast for 
such of the 12 yardlands as were left unenclosed, which presumably satisfied the 
freeho1ders for their loss of common grazing in the enclosed lands. There was a warren 
made out of some of the old enclosure at Billing Lings. A payment of 21 d per yardland 
was paid to the Thomonds in 1733 not to stock it, but payment had'been abated in 1690 
because of the increase in the number of rabbits 11. It had been agreed 'in the enclosure 
agreement' that if the money were not paid then a great number of rabbits could be 
kept, but if it were paid then the warren must be destroyedl2. 

The remainder of the parish was enclosed in 1778, following an Act in that year l3. 

1 D. N. Hall, 'Great Billing parish survey', Northamptonshire Archaeology 13 (1978) pp. 161-7 (plan p.I64). 
2 NRO Great Billing glebe terriers. 
3 NRO E(GB) 303. 
4 Bridges i p. 405. 
5 NRO E(GB) 301; NRO E(GB) 303. 
6 Published Hall 1983 'Fieldwork and Fieldbooks: studies in early layout' in B. K. Roberts and R. E. 

G1asscock, VUloges, Fields and Frontiers BAR In1erntUiona1185, p. 121. 
7 NRO 31P/21. 
8 NRO E(GB) 1. 
9 NRO 31P/21 p.403. 

10 NRO E(GB) 296. 
11 NRO SS 3232. 
12 NRO E(GB) 300, 1733. 
13 NRO E(GB) 322; Award, Enclosure Enrolment Vol. F. p. 409. The quality book survives (E(GB) 319). 

Billing Little 

M 1971 
No open-field information has been discovered. Bridges suggests that enclosure 

occurred in about 16001• A glebe terrier of 1685 describes 8 acres of meadow received in 
payment for separate enclosed grounds2. 

A plan of the parish has been published3 showing that the whole area had been arable 
except for the flooding meadows. From the enclosed names on a map of 17424 two of 
the great fields were probably called East Field and Middle Field, implying a three-field 
arrangement. Other enclosed names are likely to be furlongs. 

1 Bridges i p.408; Weston Favell1627 glebe terrier refers to 'Billing Field'. 
2 NRO Little Billing glebe terriers. 
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3 D . N. Hall, 'Little Billing parish survey', Northamptonshire Archaeologogy 12 (1977) pp. 177- 82 .. 
4 NRO YZ 3714 and Map 876. 

Blakesley 

Q 1760 
The parish contains Blakesley, Wood End (Little Blakesley), Kirby, Sewell, and part 

of FoxIey. The last three are deserted vills, and all five were probably separate 
townships. 

There were 3 fields in c. 1490; a terrier of 1 yardland had in the East Field 6.75 acres, 
North Field 7.5 acres, and West Field 6.75 acres l , making the total 21 acres. 

In 1647'a single yardland was distributed in2: 

Farnidge Field 
Haukmore Field 
Black Bridge Field 

7.25 acres arable and 
4.5 
4.25 

2.51ey 
3.75 
4.75 

From which there was a fairly uniform three-field system, and the yardland contained 
27 acres with 41 percent ley. In 1685 the fields, with different names, had 0.25 yardlands 
distributed: 

Farnidge Field 
Windmill Field 
Lower Field 

3 lands arable and 
3 
3 

5 lands ley 
3 
5 

The yardland was 30 acres and there were 60 percent leys3. The glebe of 1726, noted 
in 1730 to be a 'small halfyardland', had land in Farnidge Field (7 roods arable, 2 ley) , 
Middle Field (8, 3) and Lower Field (7 arable, 31ey), hence there was 27 percent ley and 
a yardland was 20 acres. The neighbours numbered 12; three people holding 58 percent 
of the positions. Sewell Wood was tithe able to Blakesley4. 

Enclosed in I 7605. 

Wood End 
The township contained Blakesley Park by 1207 which contained 196 acres in 17976• 

There were two fields in the 13th-century, the East and West, with a 6-acre grant having 
7 lands (2.5 acres) and 9 lands (3.5 acres) in each7• 

An 18th-century terrier of 0.5 yardland had 9 lands in the East Field and 11 in the 
West Field with 22 percent ley. Another terrier has the same 2 fields with 16 and 23 
lands, but a third, dated 1775, describes four fields8: 

Moor Field 
Wellanger Field 
Bridge Field 
South Field 

7 lands 
7 
5 
7 plus 3 acres in Stocking 

It is possible that there was a two tilth system, the four fields being locational descrip
tions. A rather disintegrated order existed with 9 neighbours of whom 5 held 76 percent 
of the positions. Enclosed in 1779-819. 
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Foxley 
M 1992 

Foxley gave its name to the hundred now called (Green's) Norton Hundred. The 
manor was later split between the parishes of Blakesley (281 acres) Litchborough (53) 
and Pattishall (149); 483 acres in all. The township was enclosed before c. 17201°. 
Kirby 
Kirby township was enclosed before 1509, when Kirby Close was mentioned 11. It 
extended to 580 acres l2• Pastures used for grazing 1,000 sheep in 1547 were owned by 
the de Foxley family of Foxleyl3. 

Sewell 
M 1988 

Sewell township was 470 acres in extent, including Sewell Wood, 80 acres l4. No vill 
site is clear, but it probably lay north of Seawell Farm. In the 13th century there were 
two fields, the North and South, each containing four half-acre lands l5. The township 
was enclosed before c. 172016• 

1 Gray p. 481 from PRO se 12 13/15 Hen VU. 
2 NRO XYZ 368. 
3 NRO XYZ 374. 
4 NRO B1akesley glebe terriers. 
5 Baker ii p. 20; Act NRO Grant (Li) El; Award, Enclosure Enrolment Vol. A p. 379. The quality book of 

1760 suIVives in Box X5271. 
6 Baker ii p. 29. 
7 BL Egerton 3033, f.41. 
8 NRO XYZ 453, 457, 459. 
9 Baker ii p. 28; Act NRO D66. 

10 Baker ii p. 30; Bridges i p. 234. 
11 NRO GI 50, 55. 
12 Baker ii p. 30. 
13 Allison et al., 1M Deserted VUlages of Northamptonshire, p. 41 . 
14 Baker ii p. 34. 
15 BL Egerton 3033, f.l00. 
16 Bridges i p. 231. 

Blatherwycke 

M 1987 
There were 4 fields in 1631 and until enclosure, run as a three-course tilth 1 with Stone 

and Nether Fields 21.25 acres, Magdalen or Mill Holme Field 20.25 acres, and (Cadge) 
Park Field 21.5 acres. In 1705 Cadge Park Field terrier had 18 references to 7 different 
neighbours, with 5 people occupying 81 of the positions, and a decayed regular order. 
Baltherwycke was open in 1779 and 1798 but enclosed by c. 18002• 

1 NRO Blatherwycke glebe terriers. 
2 NRO XYZ 256 and glebe. 

Blisworth 

M 1975 
The glebe in 1682 was distributed irregularly among three fields called Wood Field 

10.5 acres,.East Field 18.25 acres and Nether Field 1.5 acres 1
• 
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In the 1734 the lands offive people were distributed irregularly among 4 fields2: 

Field Sizes of holdings in acres 

1 2 3 4 5 

Wood Field 14 15 7.5 0 10.25 
East Field 9 24 6.25 1.25 16 
Nether Field 25 19 1.5 1.75 5.5 
Long Stocking field 7 4.06 8.5 

There are several other terriers showing similar irregularities, and many have lands 
in all 4 fields. No field groupings are given; possibly.these lands are regular common field 
mixed with demesne and seignurial assarts. Enclosed in 18083. 

1 NRO Blisworth glebe terriers. 
2 NRO G 2572. 
3 Act NRO G 4026; Map 2931 (c. 1808) marks 3 fields and much old enclosure. 

Boddington 

M 1982 
The parish contains the two townships of Upper and Lower Boddington. A demesne 

of c. 1180 lay in 2 fields, 10 acres (in one parcel) in one part and 10 acres in another (in 
parcels of7, 3 and 1 acre l ). There were still two fields in 1200, a holding having 2 acres 
each in the East Field and West Field, not specified to either township2. 

Upper Boddington had two fields, the East and the West in the 17th and 18th 
centuries. The glebe3 which' lies entirely in Upper Boddington had: 

East Field 
64 lands 19 leys 
Total 83 

West Field 
74 lands 10 leys 9 butts 
84 + 9 butts 

Hill Ground 
34leys 
34 

The arable was almost equally distributed, but there was an all-grass Hill Ground, 
lying to the north. This may have been demesne, or cow pasture taken out of the two 
fields. An acreage of 25. 75 is implied in the yardland, assuming all the lands were half 
acres (suggested by the occurrence of many groups of two lands in the terriers and the 
glebe consisting of four yardlands). There was 30 percent ley. A terrier of 1707 follows 
the same format of East and West fields and an all-grass Hill Ground+. 

Two terriers of 1694, being each half of 4 yardlands, provide the following view of the 
fields. There are two named fields but no separate Hill Ground, those of its furlongs 
identifiable are said to be in the East Field. The distribution is c. 20 lands in the East and 
c. 17 in the West5; the yardland of29.6 acres is estimated by addition of the parcel sizes. 
The same scheme is followed in a terrier of 1711 from the deeds ofWilliam Gardner's 
lands6 describing only two fields. The furlongs named in what was the Hill Ground of 
the glebe are described this time as part of t4e West Field; there were 53 lands and leys of 
arable in the West and 55 lands and leys in the East with a large piece ofleys (39 entries) 
'in the West' but which include the furlongs of Hill ground; the estimated yardland size 
is 34 acres, since the terrier was for 2.25 yardlands. This conflicting evidence of the 
origin of the grass Hill Ground probably shows that it had been taken out of both fields, 
but it had been forgotten exactly where from in the early 18th century. 
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